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The Pass-Through Deduction Is Tilted Heavily to the 
Wealthy, Is Costly, and Should Expire as Scheduled 

By Chuck Marr and Samantha Jacoby 

 
The 2017 tax cuts enacted under President Trump were regressive and expensive, and their 

benefits to the wealthy failed to trickle down as promised. Looking at the pass-through deduction 
specifically, more than half of its benefits flow to the richest households,1 and extending this 
provision beyond its scheduled expiration at the end of 2025 would cost over $700 billion over the 
decade that would follow.2 No provision of the 2017 tax cuts highlights the need for a course 
correction in 2025 more than the pass-through deduction, and yet some congressional Republicans 
are doubling down: House and Senate Republicans recently introduced bills that would permanently 
extend the deduction. Any extension should be rejected this year, next year, and finally, in 2025. 

 
The 2017 tax law created a new deduction for certain income that owners of pass-through 

businesses (partnerships, S corporations, and sole proprietorships) report on their individual tax 
returns; previously, that income was generally taxed at the same rates as wage and salary income. 
Heavily skewed in favor of high-income people, the deduction effectively cuts the top tax rate on 
this pass-through income by 20 percent, to 29.6 percent, compared to the 37 percent top rate that 
applies to wages and salaries. 

 
In addition to its skewed benefits and high cost, the deduction encourages wealthy taxpayers to 

game the system as they maneuver to qualify for it, sometimes illegally. This represents one of the 
worst kinds of tax policy: one that elicits little change in real economic activity but sparks a 
reclassification of the tax consequences of existing activity. And in the process it weakens the 
integrity of the entire income tax and drains the Treasury. 

 
1 Households with incomes of $819,672 or more received 50.2 percent of the deduction’s benefit. Joint Committee on 
Taxation, “Present Law and Background Regarding the Federal Income Taxation of Small Businesses,” JCX-10-23, June 
5, 2023, https://www.jct.gov/publications/2023/jcx-10-23/.  

2 CBPP analysis of the Congressional Budget Office’s May 2023 estimates of the effects of extending the 2017 tax law’s 
expiring individual and estate tax provisions over the 2024-2033 period. See Congressional Budget Office (CBO), 
“Budgetary Outcomes Under Alternative Assumptions about Spending and Revenues,” May 16, 2023, 
https://www.cbo.gov/publication/59154?utm_source=feedblitz&utm_medium=FeedBlitzEmail&utm_content=85502
4&utm_campaign=Once%20a%20day_2023-05-
17_01:30:00&utm_medium=FeedBlitzEmail&utm_content=855024&utm_campaign=Once%20a%20day_2023-05-
17_01:30:00.  
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Evaluation of the pass-through deduction is often obfuscated from two directions. The technical 
complexity of the provision and of partnership taxation more generally often perplexes non-tax-
experts, while claims that pass-throughs are “small businesses” deserving special treatment 
oversimplify — and mislead. To clarify how to think about the pass-through deduction specifically 
as well as the overall tax policy choices before policymakers, consider the following example. 

 
Car dealerships are among the five largest industries for millionaire-owned pass-throughs (ranked 

by profits) and typify the type of pass-through entity owned by the top 0.1 percent.3 The average 
cost of a new car today is about $48,000.4 The question for policymakers is whether they want to 
keep giving wasteful tax cuts to dealership owners or instead enact policies that would help 
dealership employees or any family for whom that $48,000 would be a reach, or unheard of.  

 
A far better tax policy approach is one that helps families who otherwise may struggle to buy a 

car, put food on the table, or afford to take their children to the doctor when they’re sick — that is, 
a tax code that raises more needed revenues, is more progressive and equitable, and supports 
investments that make the economy work so that everyone can set themselves up to thrive. 

 

Top 1 Percent Get Over 50 Percent of Pass-Through Deduction’s Benefits 

Though the 2017 law’s proponents often identify small businesses as the pass-through deduction’s 
intended beneficiaries, the deduction is heavily skewed in favor of high-income people for the 
following reasons: 

 
• Wealthy people are much more likely to have pass-through income than other people. For 

example, people in the top 1 percent are over 50 times more likely to have partnership 
income than people in the bottom 50 percent of the income spectrum.5 

• The amount of pass-through income that wealthy pass-through owners have is an order of 
magnitude greater than that of owners with more modest incomes. For example in 2018, the 
first year the pass-through deduction was in effect, the average deduction taken was roughly 
$8,000 compared to the $1-million-plus average pass-through deduction taken by the 15,000 
taxpayers who have incomes above $10 million.6 

• Because the provision is designed as a tax deduction, as opposed to a tax credit, its relative 
value is much higher for wealthy pass-through owners. The value of a tax deduction equals 
the deduction amount times the taxpayer’s tax rate. This means, for example, the same 
$1,000 pass-through deduction is worth $150 to someone with a modest income in the 15 
percent bracket but $370 for a rich person in the current top 37 percent bracket. 

 
3 Matthew Smith et al., “Capitalists in the Twenty-First Century,” National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) 
Working Paper 25442, January 2019, https://www.nber.org/papers/w25442.  

4 Sebastian Blanco, “Average New Car Price Actually Drops, but It's Still over $48,000,” Car and Driver, April 16, 2023, 
https://www.caranddriver.com/news/a43611570/average-new-car-price-down-still-high.  

5 Michael Cooper et al., “Business in the United States: Who Owns it and How Much Tax Do They Pay?” NBER 
Working Paper 21651, October 2015, https://www.nber.org/papers/w21651. 

6 Martin A. Sullivan, “Economic Analysis: 19 Million Taxpayers Take the Passthrough Deduction,” Tax Notes, 
September 14, 2020, https://www.taxnotes.com/tax-notes-federal/partnerships-and-other-passthrough-
entities/economic-analysis-19-million-taxpayers-take-passthrough-deduction/2020/09/14/2cy4z.  

https://www.nber.org/papers/w25442
https://www.caranddriver.com/news/a43611570/average-new-car-price-down-still-high
https://www.nber.org/papers/w21651
https://www.taxnotes.com/tax-notes-federal/partnerships-and-other-passthrough-entities/economic-analysis-19-million-taxpayers-take-passthrough-deduction/2020/09/14/2cy4z
https://www.taxnotes.com/tax-notes-federal/partnerships-and-other-passthrough-entities/economic-analysis-19-million-taxpayers-take-passthrough-deduction/2020/09/14/2cy4z
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In 2019 more than half of the benefit flowed to households with $820,000 or more in income and 
nearly two-thirds went to those with more than $400,000, according to the Joint Committee on 
Taxation.7 (See Figure 1.) 

 
 

FIGURE 1 

 
 

  

 
7 Joint Committee on Taxation, op. cit. 
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Pass-Through Deduction Is Costly and Its Benefits Don’t Trickle Down 

Permanently extending the pass-through deduction would cost over $700 billion over the decade 
from 2026 to 2035.8  

 
Proponents argued that the pass-through deduction would generate economic rewards for people 

who work at these businesses and for the economy overall, which would exceed its large cost. Yet 
evidence is lacking for any discernible trickle-down benefit, let alone one sufficient to justify the 
highly regressive costs. A group of economists, including from Treasury and the Federal Reserve, 
found no evidence that the deduction provided any boost in economic activity — no additional 
investment, jobs, or higher wages for employees of pass-through businesses.9 

 
While this research was necessarily short-term in nature (the deduction was enacted in 2017), 

another recent study followed pass-through businesses and their workers for several years after a tax 
change and found a broadly similar result — that the change only affected owners and higher-paid 
workers and not other workers or broader economic activity at impacted companies.10  This research 
looked at the effect of raising taxes on pass-through owners using the 2012 increase in the top 
marginal tax rate (which applied to pass-through income).  

 
It found that over 80 percent of the tax increase was borne by the business owners and that the 

small share of the tax borne by employees was concentrated among those in the top 30 percent of 
the earnings distribution within companies; most workers were unaffected. Meanwhile, the study 
found no effects on sales, employment, or productivity at businesses subject to the higher top tax 
rate. 

 
This suggests that, just as the pass-through deduction has had no discernible economic upside, its 

expiration would have little to no economic downside. In fact, its expiration would free up more 
than $700 billion over ten years to use on deficit reduction or important investments with proven 
economic benefits for families, such as expanding the Child Tax Credit, helping people afford rent, 
and making quality child care and pre-K more affordable and accessible. 

 

Extending the Deduction Would Encourage Even More Gaming 

The pass-through deduction has not elicited much change in real economic activity, but it has 
encouraged reclassification of the tax consequences of existing activity. This reclassification, which 
can verge into outright evasion, will continue to happen and likely increase unless policymakers let 
this poorly designed provision expire.  

 

 
8 CBPP analysis of the CBO May 2023 estimates of the effects of extending the 2017 tax law’s expiring individual and 
estate tax provisions over the 2024-2033 period. See CBO, op. cit. Moreover, if the pass-through deduction is extended 
while other 2017 law provisions are allowed to expire, the revenue costs of extending the deduction would likely rise 
because of the interaction between higher marginal rates with the deduction. 
9 Lucas Goodman et al., “How Do Business Owners Respond to a Tax Cut? Examining the 199A Deduction for Pass-
through Firms,” NBER Working Paper 28680, November 2022, 
https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w28680/w28680.pdf. 

10 Max Risch, “Does Taxing Business Owners Affect Employees? Evidence From a Change in the Top Marginal Rate,” 
February 18, 2023, https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YJnoUyWIUbG-KiXmZoyzzF1-sBr56oI_/view.   

https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w28680/w28680.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YJnoUyWIUbG-KiXmZoyzzF1-sBr56oI_/view
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One form of partnership compensation that doesn’t benefit from the deduction, “guaranteed 
payments,” immediately fell by roughly 30 percent in 2018.11 It stayed low in 2019 as owners and 
their tax advisors took advantage of the arbitrary distinctions between types of income in the 
deduction’s complicated rules.12 Partnerships often make guaranteed payments to partners, which 
are analogous to salaries. But if the partnership instead distributes the same amount of payments to 
partners as profits, those profits can qualify for the deduction. Partnerships could increase their 
deductions simply by changing the distribution routes of the same income. 

 
If the deduction is made permanent, more and more income will be reclassified as pass-through 

income, that is, this tax distortion will grow and grow. The Tax Policy Center estimated that this 
type of gaming could account for around 16 percent of the total revenue loss from extending the 
deduction.13  

 
The large accounting changes that the deduction promotes often have no economic basis, are just 

a drain on the Treasury, and can even be illegal. Complex and valuable tax benefits like the pass-
through deduction encourage taxpayers to push the boundary between lawful tax avoidance — itself 
engaged in by people with access to well-paid tax advisors — and unlawful evasion.  

 
And plummeting pass-through audit rates give them more leeway to do so. Fewer than 0.1 percent 

of partnerships, for example, are audited each year.14 (See Figure 2.) This weakens the integrity of the 
entire income tax and adds new burdens to an IRS that has struggled to adequately combat 
sophisticated tax evasion schemes involving pass-through entities. The pass-through deduction 
should expire as scheduled in 2025.15  
  

 
11 Lucas Goodman et al., op. cit. 

12 Ibid. 

13 Benjamin R. Page et al., “Tax Incentives for Pass-Through Income,” Tax Policy Center, July 15, 2020, 
https://www.taxpolicycenter.org/publications/tax-incentives-pass-through-income. This analysis assumes the 2017 tax 
law’s other expiring individual income tax provisions are allowed to sunset as scheduled. 

14 Internal Revenue Service, “Statistics of Income Data Book,” 2022, Table 17, https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-
pdf/p55b.pdf.  

15 Joint Committee on Taxation, “List of Expiring Federal Tax Provisions 2022-2034,” JCX-1-23, January 18, 2023, 
https://www.jct.gov/publications/2023/jcx-1-23/.  

https://www.taxpolicycenter.org/publications/tax-incentives-pass-through-income
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p55b.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p55b.pdf
https://www.jct.gov/publications/2023/jcx-1-23/
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FIGURE 2 

 
 

Instead of extending ineffective and costly tax cuts benefiting the wealthy, policymakers should 
raise progressive revenues and use them to finance high-return public investments that can boost 
growth. For example, compelling research finds that infants in families with lower incomes who 
receive more support from child-related tax benefits go on to have higher test scores, high school 
graduation rates, and earnings into young adulthood,16 supporting a strong economy and helping 
position themselves to thrive. 

 
16 Andrew Barr, Jonathan Eggleston, and Alexander A. Smith, “Investing in Infants: the Lasting Effects of Cash 
Transfers to New Families,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, April 20, 2022, 
https://academic.oup.com/qje/article/137/4/2539/6571263.  

https://academic.oup.com/qje/article/137/4/2539/6571263
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